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List of measures  
After the inspection round with the gardener, April 2022, it was agreed to establish a list of 
measures, in which it is indicated when the measures are completed. The list of measures 
applies to 2022. The purpose is to increase the standard of care of green spaces at the plant. 
Reference is also made to the current contract with the gardener. 
 
 
Hugo, please report status of these measures during week 20, 30 and 40 by marking the week-
nr. in the blue boxes when implemented a measure, by returning this form by e-mail to the 
Owners committee. 
 
 
 
Irrigation system 
The irrigation system consists of powerful pumps that drive the water outwards into 14 
separate irrigation loops. Due to the large area to be watered, the pumps do not have the 
capacity to supply all the loops with water at the same time. Until recently, some of the loops 
have been manually served. Short after the last AGM, the gardener started the work on 
establishing an automated control center for all 14 irrigation loops. Watering of various green 
areas will thereafter take place at different times during day and night. Gartner will check that 
all irrigation loops work after the automatic control center is established. 

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Automatic irrigation control system established  

 
 
Lawns 
All lawn areas have not had optimal coverage via the irrigation system. The level of coverage 
has been improved after the establishment of an automatic control centre for irrigation.  

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Irrigation loops for lawns controlled and found satisfactory  
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Hedges 
For optimal growth of the hedges, proper watering is necessary. 
Parts of the hedges are infected with an infiltrating weed, which partially inhibits leaf growth 
in the hedges and destroys the hedges over time. It seems necessary to remove the weeds.  

 
Infiltering weeds in the hedges are marked with red hatching. 

 
Care and cutting of the hedges are carried out at the discretion of the gardener.  

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Irrigation loops for hedges controlled and found satisfactory  
Removal of infiltrating weeds in the hedges (see picture)  
Cutting of hedges 1st time 2022  
Cutting of hedges 2nd time 2022  

 
 
Planted areas - beside lawns and hedges  
Some of the areas west of the apartment rows and west of the entrance to the northern 
passenger gate, appear to have defective irrigation loops, which reduces the growth potential 
here. It is desirable that watering the areas be ensured.  
In the area north of the A-row and vest of the stairs leading to the gate, there should be 
weeded for weeds.  

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr 
Irrigation loops for planted areas controlled and found satisfactory  
Weeding in the area north of the A-row and vest of the stairs    

 
 
Pine trees 
Gardener will adjust the branches on one pine hanging down over the pavement on the east 
side of the fence. Since it is now an unfavorable time for such an adjustment (a lot of sap will 
flow out of the cuts), the gardener will make a small adjustment now and style the tree further 
later in the autumn. The gardener will also provide functional barrier tape against caterpillars 
around the trunks of the pine trees in due time. 

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Pruning of branches hanging over the sidewalk  
Barrier tape against caterpillars on trunks of the pine trees  
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Fertilization 
Gardener fertilizes the greenery three times a year and adapts the fertilization to the growing 
season. 

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Lawns/hedges fertilized 1st time  
Lawns/hedges fertilized 2nd time  
Lawns/hedges fertilized 3rd time  

 
Tall palm trees 
The tall palm trees are groomed once a year. The time for the care is usually in the transition 
May / June. Then the growth of new branches is finished and withered parts will be removed.  

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Care of the high palm trees is carried out  

 
Landfill area 
During the inspection round with the gardener, it was pointed out that plastic bottles, broken 
rubber hoses and various other inorganic material are thrown in the area. The gartner 
promised to fix this "problem". 

Measures agreed on to be carried out Week nr. 
Removal of non-biological material from the landfill area  
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